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What is ATS OnTrack™?
Developed by ATS Consulting, ATS OnTrack is an application designed to
monitor track condition through onboard noise and vibration measurements.
Using ATS OnTrack, we can extract valuable information from these
measurements, including:
locations with rail corrugation
priority locations for track maintenance including rail grinding
quality control monitoring of rail grinding programs
locations with wheel squeal and the effectiveness of rail lubrication programs
locations of track defects, such as squats
the condition and need for maintenance of special track-work
trends in impending issues
remaining service life predictions for rail
factors correlating to rail corrugation formation and growth
and more!
We can integrate this valuable information into Transit Asset Management
(TAM) programs. These programs are now required by the FTA of all federallyfunded transit systems in an effort to encourage obtaining and maintaining a
state of good repair.
As part of a team, ATS OnTrack is designed to help transit systems do just that.
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A key feature of ATS OnTrack is the database used to store the measurement
results. We originally designed this database to manage noise and vibration
measurements, and have since expanded its capabilities to manage other data
streams, including:
rail profile and track geometry measurements
reports monitoring the performance of noise mitigation measures, such as
rail dampers
site-specific measurements, such as:
rail roughness and corrugation data
wayside measurements of train noise and vibration
photographs of rail corrugation
and more!

The ATS OnTrack™ system is flexible; there is no limit to
the type of data that can be stored in the database.
Transit systems can acquire similar data through the use of track geometry
vehicles. However, ATS OnTrack is a unique approach that provides many
advantages. For example:
We can install ATS OnTrack on the order of weeks rather than years.
Customizing the ATS OnTrack system to meet specific client requirements
is straightforward.
Anyone approved by the client can receive login credentials and access
their data at any time.
Users can access ATSOnTrack.com via web browser on any PC, tablet, or
smartphone.
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How are ATS OnTrack™ data collected?
The ATS OnTrack data collection approach is customized to fit the unique
needs of each transit system. While some may choose semi-permanent
onboard measurement integration, any system can use the ATS OnTrack
Onboard Kit.
The current ATS onboard measurement kit consists of a microphone, triaxial
accelerometer, radar speedometer, GPS tracker, video recorder, and optional
RFID tag reader. Using this Onboard Kit, we collect noise, vibration, speed,
and GPS data. The ATS measurement kit has been designed so it can be used
by transit system personnel after a short period of training.
This approach can be extended to a semi-permanent installation that would
include microphones and triaxial accelerometers mounted on the trucks under
the car along with a computer that drives data acquisition and manages data
upload to a cloud storage system.
We perform various test runs at regular intervals to determine both current
conditions and rail status over time.

The ATS OnTrack™ Onboard Kit
rolls easily onto a revenue service
train for each measurement trip.
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How are ATS OnTrack™ data displayed?
The collected data are transferred, processed, and uploaded into the designated
database that then feeds into our mapping system at ATSOnTrack.com.
Pulling from each system's database, a custom-built visualization tool shows
where noise levels exceed the average by plotting the noise on satellite maps. This
form of visualization makes it easy to identify locations for grinding and, more
importantly, correlate problem areas with track features.
Over time, systems can discover trending patterns, compare track conditions, and
begin to predict future problems before they become major issues.

EXAMPLE: TRACK SEGMENT DATA VISUALIZATION & MAPPING AT ATSONTRACK.COM
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How is ATS OnTrack™ installed?
Each transit system has its own individual concerns and needs when it comes to
transit asset management. Especially in these times of a global pandemic, our
team is committed to providing adaptive solutions that maintain the safety of all
workers involved while supporting overall TAM program and team goals.

STEP 1: Learning the System
First, we'll need drawings of the complete rail system, plus data tables
providing curve and other relevant track information.
Next, we identify locations for and install RFID tags at each platform.
If the client wishes to implement a semi-permanent onboard
measurement configuration, that would be installed at this stage.

STEP 2: Initial Testing
Using the ATS OnTrack Onboard Kit, or installed measurement solution,
our contracted engineers or a system's trained client personnel perform
various preliminary test runs to:
verify RFID tags can be read from the train cabin
verify hardware is capturing accurate speed data
verify all equipment is working correctly
ensure all involved personnel understand how to properly set up and
operate equipment
Next, data are transferred to us so we can process it to check for any
errors and address any potential issues that arise.

STEP 3: Regular Testing
Onboard measurement runs are implemented on a regular basis, and can
be performed by our contracted engineers or your transit system staff
trained to use the ATS Onboard Measurement Kit.
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While a transit system initiates the installation process, our programmers
are hard at work building a unique visualizer for the collected measurement
data. Once initial test runs are complete and data has been processed,
authorized users can log in from any web browser and compare the results
of each test run as they become available at ATSOnTrack.com.
With routine integration of ATS OnTrack, federally funded rail transit
systems can discover rail wear patterns and trends to support, and test the
efficacy of, rail maintenance. Once initial setup is complete, clients can
request development of specialized displays from our programmers.
By working together to customize your experience with ATS OnTrack, we
can formulate data streams that support your TAM program efforts and
system maintenance monitoring needs. In practice, there is no limit to how
we can grow, and what we can solve, as a team.
Over the years, both the BART and Sound Transit systems have found ATS
OnTrack to be a valuable tool for evaluating track condition and addressing
various noise and vibration issues. Today, more North American transit
systems are starting to take notice and follow their lead.
For more information about ATS OnTrack and to learn how the solution
could benefit your transit system or project, please email Spy Pond Partners
at ontrack@spypondpartners.com.

Contact Spy Pond Partners today to learn
more or get started with ATS OnTrack™.
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(617) 500-4853
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